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Welcome to our
world of connections
It's incredible to think that this is our 9th edition; we're only one
away from our tenth!
Our Winter issue is brimming with warmth and optimism.
Let's continue to rise together to guarantee a safer season for
everyone.
This we can accomplish by empowering each other with the helpful
lifestyle advice contained in this issue, which can go a long way toward
safeguarding and enhancing the relationships most important to us.
According to the proverb, "once bitten, twice shy", we prepare you for
the upcoming winter by providing you with medical advice to
strengthen your immunity against flu.
On a lighter note, we examine methods for avoiding the unpleasant
static shock that is common around this time of the year.
Moreover, in the face of global economic downturns, we recognise
African startups making progress and providing our readers with the
inspiration to continue rising.
With the introduction of the MTC Innovation Centre in the heart
of the new HTTPS building, in conjunction with the Namibia
University of Science and Technology, we are making significant
efforts to find creative, digital solutions across industries to
secure our future.
This edition also encourages you to spend time with the
people who matter most by providing a variety of
family-bonding activities.
Lastly, I would like to extend my gratitude and appreciation
to the team that has worked tirelessly for the last eight
editions to bring together these publications.
The articles in this issue illustrate what may be accomplished with
collaboration and commitment.
It is with heartfelt intention that we wish you a safe, pleasant and
warm read.

Janet Kapenda
Brand Executive: Marketing
Mobile Telecommunications Ltd
If you would like to advertise in our next edition, contact us at:
marketing2@mtc.com.na.
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Armed ‘n’ ready
for flu season
As temperatures drop and the days get shorter, sniffles,
sore throats and other classic symptoms of flu typically
start rearing their snotty heads.
But this winter, we’re looking down the barrel of an
unusual flu season. This is due to the more contagious
COVID-19 sub-variants that have swept the nation for the
past two years. Interestingly, due to COVID restrictions and
border closures, influenza cases have been at a historic low.
So why are we especially vulnerable to flu this year?
Simply put, we’re more vulnerable because the flu virus
typically hitches a ride on incoming passengers from
overseas. But with international borders closed for the
best part of two years and arrivals spending two weeks
in quarantine, any inbound flu viruses were essentially
stopped before they could take hold of the wider
population.
With a fraction of the usual flu infections, there aren’t
too many people today who have immune protection
generated from catching the virus.
Now, with borders open and quarantine rules relaxed, it’s
inevitable that flu will spread.
This is why it’s crucial to be armed and ready for the
coming flu season.
Who should get a flu shot?		
It feels like a message that's been drummed into our heads
but vaccination is proven essential if we're to keep a lid on
not just COVID-19 but also flu numbers.
The reason we need a flu shot specifically is because
influenza is a shape-shifter; it mutates readily, creating new
viruses that we have no immune protection against.

Certain groups are strongly recommended for vaccination,
including: infants and children (6 months to 5 years old),
the elderly (65+ years), those with medical conditions such
as diabetes, travellers, healthcare workers, the homeless
and pregnant women.

Now, with borders open
and quarantine rules
relaxed, it’s inevitable that
flu will spread.
Vital vitamins
It’s understood that there may be a lot of hesitancy
to take up another vaccine to which you’re advised
to consult your doctor about. If you may be
procrastinating the issue, you can at least arm yourself
with immune boosters, a healthy dose of Vitamin C
and other essential minerals and vitamins.
Keep masking up
COVID-19 restrictions have relaxed, allowing us to
breath in that fresh air in public. However, as the flu is
bound to spread, it would be wise to consider wearing
a mask in very populated and confined spaces.
Social distancing is still a thing
You can't be too sure about who has an incoming or
outgoing flu, therefore social distancing goes a long
way to protect you from any airborne enemies. The
social distance markers may be removed in most
places but after two years of the pandemic, we’re
confident you know the span of 1.5 meters!

So the vaccine is tweaked to protect us against specific
members of the flu-virus family.
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TechExpert

As snazzy as the
title appears, this
discussion is really
based on "the
metaverse"

It’s a term you may have heard from CEOs like Mark
Zuckerberg or Satya Nadella referring to the metaverse as
the future of the internet.
It’s hard to pin-point exactly what it is. To some it’s a video
game. Or maybe it’s a better (or worse) version of Zoom.
To a certain extent, talking about what “the metaverse”
means is a bit like describing what “the internet” was going
to be in the early 90s. The future of communications is
extremely hard to predict as we’re constantly evolving with
the technology.
Broadly speaking, the technologies that make up the
metaverse can include virtual reality- characterised by
seemingly eternal virtual worlds that continue to exist
even when you’re not playing- as well as augmented
reality that combines aspects of the digital and physical
worlds.
However, it doesn’t require that those spaces be
exclusively accessed via VR or AR. A virtual world, like
aspects of Fortnite that can be accessed through PCs,
12
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Talking about what 'the metaverse' means is a
bit like describing what 'the internet' was going
to be in the early 90s.

game consoles and even phones, could be metaversal.
It also translates to a digital economy, where users can
create, buy and sell goods. Similar to buying a shirt at
your nearest mall, then wearing that same shirt to a
restaurant, the metaverse is imagined to be a space
where your virtual identity can move around easily across
different platforms.

Opuwo with recent access to MTC’s superfast Spectra
internet… Jericho just started talking to Naomi in Windhoek.
It’s still too early to meet up in person because of the
distance; so what the metaverse allows for in this instance
is a digital playground where both of them can meet up
as digital versions of themselves and go on a date in some
amazing place that might not be possible in the physical
world.

It's at this point that most discussions around what the
metaverse entails start to stall. We have a vague sense of
what things currently exist that we could kind of call the
metaverse, and we know which companies are investing
in the idea, but we still don't know what it is.

In this example, the metaverse represents a space where
you can communicate and make memories like never
before. It’s one thing chatting in each other’s DMs, it’s a
totally unique experience to look at your partner’s digital
character while on the moon.

Facebook, now called Meta, thinks it will include digital
houses you can invite all your friends to hang out in.
Microsoft seems to think it could involve virtual meeting
rooms to train new hires or chat with your remote
co-workers.

But it doesn’t have to be so far-fetched. The metaverse
represents a new way to imagine the world of business like
the ability to give virtual tours of buildings that are yet to be
built or virtual surgeries that will one day save physical lives.
It's a space that bridges the gap between the possible and
seemingly impossible.

Perhaps we need to localise this discussion in order to
imagine it the way Big Tech is. Imagine Jericho lives in
13

Move
at the
speed of
innovation

The future of business is success, thanks
to the power of speed, value, productivity,
convenience and eﬃciency. Facilitated by
everything MTC business has to oﬀer.
Experience the future of business.
Contact us at 13500 (Toll-free)
or mtcbusiness@mtc.com.na

mtc.com.na
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Supporting your child’s

social media growth

Most teens use some form of social media and have a
profile on a social networking site. Any many people are
able to visit these sites every day.
There are plenty of good things about social media — but
also many risks and things kids and teens should avoid.
Growing up means that they don't always make good
choices when they post something to a site and this can
lead to problems.
That’s why it's so important to talk with your kids about
how to use social media wisely.

Most teens say they have:
• Been contacted online by someone they didn't know in
a way that made them feel scared or uncomfortable
• Received online advertising that was inappropriate for
their age
• Lied about their age to get access to websites
• Concerns and Consequences
• Besides problems like cyberbullying and online
predators, kids also face the possibility of a physical
encounter with the wrong person. Many newer apps
automatically reveal the poster's location when they're
used. This can tell anyone exactly where to find the
person using the app.

What's good about social media?
Social media can help kids:
• Stay connected with friends and family
• Volunteer or get involved with a campaign, non-profit
or charity
• Enhance their creativity by sharing ideas, music and art
• Meet and interact with others who share similar
interests
• Communicate with educators and fellow students

The key is to stay involved in
a way that makes your kids
understand that you respect
their privacy but want to
make sure they're safe.

What's bad about social media?
The flipside is that social media can be a hub for things
like cyberbullying and questionable activities. Without
meaning to, kids can share more online than they should.
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Photos, videos and comments made online usually can't
be taken back once they're posted. Even when a teen
thinks something has been deleted, it can be impossible
to completely erase it from the Internet.
Spending too much time on social media can be a
downer too. Seeing how many "friends" others have and
the pictures of them having fun can make kids feel bad
about themselves or like they don't measure up to their
peers.
What can you do as a parent?
It's important to be aware of what your kids do online.
But snooping can alienate them and damage the trust
you've built together. The key is to stay involved in a way
that makes your kids understand that you respect their
privacy but want to make sure they're safe.
Tell your kids that it's important to:
Be of goodwill. Honesty is vital but being mean is
not okay. Make it clear that you expect your kids to
treat others with respect, and to never post hurtful or
embarrassing messages. Importantly, ask them to always
tell you about any harassing or bullying messages that
others post.
Think twice before hitting "ENTER."
Remind teens that what they post can be used against
them. For example, letting the world know that you're off
on vacation or posting your home address gives wouldbe robbers a chance to strike. Teens should also avoid
posting specific locations of parties or events, or phone
numbers.
Follow the "WWOS?" (What Would Ouma Say?) rule.
Teach kids not to share anything on social media that

they wouldn't want their teachers, college admissions
officers, future bosses — and yes, grandma — to see.
Use privacy settings. Privacy settings are important.
Go through them together to make sure your kids
understand each one. Also, explain that passwords are
there to protect them against things like identity theft.
They should never share them with anyone, even a
boyfriend, girlfriend, or best friend.
Don't "friend" strangers.
"If you don't know them, don't friend them." This is a
plain, simple — and safe — rule of thumb.
Make a Contract
Consider making a "social media agreement" with your
kids — a real contract they can sign. In it, they agree to
protect their own privacy, consider their reputation and
not give out personal information. They also promise not
to use technology to hurt anyone else through bullying or
gossip.
In turn, parents agree to respect teens' privacy while
making an effort to be part of the social media world. This
means you can "friend" and observe them, but don't post
embarrassing comments or rants about messy rooms.
Parents can also help keep kids grounded in the real
world by putting limits on media use. Keep computers in
public areas in the house, avoid laptops and smartphones
in bedrooms and set some rules on the use of technology
(such as no devices at the dinner table).
Don't forget: Setting a good example through your own
virtual behavior can go a long way toward helping your
kids use social media safely.
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E-VOUCHER

Buying and selling of airtime
made easy, safe & fast.
Register to start selling now.
• Sell airtime from your phone
• No scratch cards
• No airtime expiry dates
• Great discounts on airtime purchases
• Work from anywhere – Anytime

New Elements
1. New payment channels to be introduced soon
2. Transferring of Stock Value between e-Dealers
3. Incentive on signup coming-up soon!

How to register and buy vouchers for resell:

Dial *68966#
You can now purchase airtime for resell via the FNB App,
EFT, Cellphone Banking, In-Branch or ATM Deposit.

Ts & Cs Apply

mtc.com.na
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LaunchSpace

MTC & NUST give us the

'HTTPS Innovation Centre'
A prototype for harnessing Namibia's tech future
When leading industry companies and
the top minds from our universities
come together, ideas come to life. This
is the belief that has brought about
the recent partnership between MTC
and the Namibia University of Science
and Technology (NUST).
The High-Tech Transfer Plaza Select
(known as the HTTPS Centre) is
a functional technology inspired
building that serves as an ecosystem
for NUST, industries, development
partners and entrepreneurs.
Within the HTTPS Centre, on the top
floor is the newly developed MTC
Innovation Centre. It is designed
to host brainstorming sessions and
innovation workshops that aim to
tackle real world challenges with
technology at the forefront.
The premise of any innovation centre
is to serve as a hub from where we
can imagine a better future for our
world. To do so, there are some basic
ingredients inherent to fostering a
space of belief and these make up the
vision for what the MTC Innovation
Centre will be in time.

Utilising an open space design, the
MTC Innovation Centre is intended
for non-traditional meetings that
are aimed at more of a collaborative
culture of sharing ideas without
barriers.
An important feature for any
innovation centre is whiteboards and
wall spaces. At the MTC Innovation
Centre, whiteboards help teams
visualise ideas and projects. Often in
design-thinking sessions, participants
make full use of wall space and
whiteboards, covering them with
post-it-notes or using markers to see
the ideas.
When it's time to share updates,
digitally displayed concepts and
announcements, it goes without
saying that the MTC Innovation Centre
is well equipped with fast internet
and many of the latest computers and
support devices. Because much of
the focus on innovation here is digital
innovation, plenty of monitors and
displays are required to plug in and
showcase work.
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For rapid prototype making, hightech equipment is certainly necessary
but we cannot negate the essential
“low-tech” office supplies that help
innovators to get into action quickly
at a visual and physical level. Some
of these include: magazines, scissors,
glue, markers, sticky notes and more.
Most importantly, the success of the
MTC Innovation Centre will be made
possible by people. It's the connections
that are going to be formed in and
outside of the Centre that will drive
ideas towards success stories.
Trained innovation facilitators,
lecturers and guest lecturers will play
a major role in ensuring that those
that walk into the Centre feel welcome
to participate and have something of
value to add to an innovation session.
With these ingredients in mind, the
MTC Innovation Centre as part of the
HTTPS hub, in partnership with NUST
promises to yield exciting ideas for
years to come.
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It is designed to host
brainstorming sessions and
innovation workshops that
aim to tackle real world
challenges with technology
at the forefront.

an initiative by
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MTC
Windhoek Golf
& Country Club
Earlier this year, MTC secured the naming rights for the Windhoek Golf & Country
Club, to then be dubbed The MTC Windhoek Golf & Country Club.
Part of this sponsorship entailed the rebranding of the entire Golf Course with an
MTC branded appeal – yes, even the green can is going blue.
The renowned Country Club is as of recently, lustrous in its new iconic MTC blue
charm, after being grandly revealed in May 2022.

Powered by MTC Business Products,
the event was occasioned by a golf
day that allowed for a friendly contest,
entertainment and networking
opportunities.
The event was fun, sporty and exclusive as it hosted the corporate community
that is characterised by their competitive spirit. Powered by MTC Business
Products, the event was occasioned by a golf day that allowed for a friendly
contest, entertainment and networking opportunities.
Whilst this is just the beginning of a new era for the prominent country club,
many can definitely look forward to copious events to be enjoyed at this
renewed home of sporty fun and corporate mingling. With the inclusion of the
Women’s Golf Programme and various fundraising events, MTC continues to
show its commitment to highlighting and uplifting the corporate
community and society at large.
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Exciting golf day moments

in Pictures
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Here are some ways to spark
up family time this winter
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Trivia time!
Here are some facts: “Olaf” is the name
of the popular snowman in the animated
movie Frozen. The largest animal on the
planet is the Blue Whale. And the longestrunning Broadway musical is Phantom of
the Opera.
Some of these you and I might have known
already, and some probably not. That's the
beauty of trivia games. No matter how much
you might NOT know, there's bound to be
facts that keep you in the game.
Trivia has become a staple of the way we
entertain and reward ourselves for what
we know. Even if, by definition, the things
we're being rewarded for are of no use for
anything other than trivia.
Trivia in many ways is the great equaliser,
able to bring parents and children together
in a competitive and stimulating way. Yes,
there may be other games: Mom might be
a puzzle expert and the last born a chess
genius, but we can all put our collective
minds together and shout our way to the
top with trivia games.
There’s plenty of apps out there ranging in
categories and difficulty, ensuring that the
winners tonight might not be the winners
next time. So next time you’re home with
the family, you can download a trivia app
and spark some friendly and nerdy fun with
trivia!
Take control of the story with interactive
shows
Let’s be honest, is there any activity more
passive than staring at a TV screen?
Back in the old days, we were held hostage
to our TVs for fear of missing an important
plot point, only being released momentarily
to run to the kitchen or bathroom during a
commercial break.
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But these days, thanks to services like
Netflix, we’re used to stopping and starting
our content at will. What's more, stats
show that as many as 87% of us look at
our phones while letting the TV play in the
background.
It makes for a pretty stale viewing
experience as a family, and that’s where
interactive shows come in.

Trivia has become
a staple of the way
we entertain and
reward ourselves
for what we know.
When Game of Thrones (HBO) took over
our screens, the reactions, discussions and
debates had us all wanting to know more
with each passing episode.
Now imagine if the show enabled you as the
viewer to choose the actions of characters,
unlocking possibilities for different endings.
Instead of simply watching one episode then
waiting a whole week (or worse, a year for
the next season), an interactive version of
the show would have you watching multiple
times with different outcomes as part of the
fun.
Netflix has entered this space with many
shows that can be viewed by the entire
family, allowing for a more interactive
“movie night” that keeps the family
engaged with innovative content.
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Image simulated for illustrative purposes. Color and model availability may vary depending on country or carrier. For more info visit www.samsung.co.za
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Retail
therapy
Winter is here, it’s the perfect
time to shop for summer

Most unassuming shoppers buy something when they
need it– swimsuits in summer, sweaters just weeks before
the winter proper, sandals at the beginning of the Festive
Season– because most shoppers want to wear said
clothes right there and then.

at any time of year if you utilise some of the best online
bargain shopping strategies:

But with the right planning you could be saving hundreds
of dollars by shopping the end-of-season sales and taking
advantage of some useful hacks for online shopping.

• When looking for the best price on a specific item, it pays
to use shopping search engines like Pricegrabber.com or
Google shopping, which lists prices from various online
vendors for the item you're searching for.

Shopping the sales requires you to have a shift in
mindset. Rather than shopping exactly for what you need
right now, you plan months ahead for the things you’ll
need then. The best time to have bought your winter gear
would have been around August, maybe September, of
the previous year.
This doesn’t apply to all your shopping needs of course.
Especially trendy pieces that you may discard the
following season. Instead it’s a shopping hack for things
you’re absolutely obsessed with.
Online Bargain Shopping Strategies
The internet has drastically changed the way most of us
shop. If you shop online, you can often get great bargains

• Try checking sites that specialise in lots and overstocked
items, like Overstock.com.

• To save money when shopping directly from a retailer's
online store, be sure to take advantage of online coupons.
Sometimes you can land a free shipping code or even a
significant discount on your order.
One way to find online coupons is simply to search the
name of the store, the + sign, and the words "promotional
code" or "coupon code." You can also go directly to a
coupon website like Retail Me Not, Dealcatcher and
Coupons.com to look for coupon codes.
• Don't forget to sign up for one of the many online
shopping rebate sites, which negotiate deals with some of
the largest online retailers to offer you up to 5% cash back
on your online purchases.
25

WINTER
SHOCK!
How to avoid
static electricity
during winter

Along with the fight against the sniffles, there’s another
battle that rages in winter. It's the harmless yet incredibly
annoying static shock!
It’s more a psychological battle than anything else to be
honest– where suddenly everyday actions like handling
a doorknob, flipping a light switch or folding your winter
blankets– feel like never-ending torture techniques.
Caused by an imbalance of positive and negative charges,
static electricity results from charge imbalance created by
certain actions like shuffling your feet across a carpeted
floor.
Your body picks up negative charges, making you more
negative. Positive and positive or negative and negative
charges don’t like to be near each other, so they push away
from each.

Meanwhile, opposites attract, so as you reach for a door
handle, the negative charge on your body continues to
build up until there’s enough voltage to allow electricity to
jump between your hand and the doorknob in the form of
a spark.
This static shock is more likely to happen in colder, drier
climates because this type of air lacks the moisture needed
for static electricity to find balance.
Warm air, on the other hand, holds moisture, which is why
static shock is a lot less common during summer.
26
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If you find that you’re often plagued with the misfortune
of getting zapped every time you touch a metal object or
another person, there are a few ways you can reduce the
likelihood of this coldhearted annoyance.

Wearing rubber-soled shoes, which are powerful insulators,
will increase the chances of you getting static shock as they
build up static electricity in your body as you walk across
nylon and wool carpets.

Alter your winter wardrobe
Wearing your favorite wool sweater or socks might seem
perfect for keeping warm, but your chances of being
shocked are much higher, including synthetic fabrics like
nylon and polyester. Experts recommend choosing cotton
clothing instead.

Leather shoes have shown to be a better option to avoid the
infamous ZAP!
Humidify your home
As mentioned earlier, static shock occurs more often in cold
and dry climates, therefore having a humidifier goes a long
way to keeping the air around you moisturised and balance
the charges.
Keep touching metal
It may seem like the exact opposite thing to do but touching
a metal object as often as possible helps to continuously
ground the built-up charges.
This basically balances you out so that next time you do get
static shock, it is far less impactful.

If you find that you’re often
plagued with the misfortune of
getting zapped every time you
touch a metal object or another
person, there are a few ways you
can reduce the likelihood of this
coldhearted annoyance.
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NetmanPostPaid

FEEL ON TOP
OF THE WORLD
with more data
Browsing at home or on the move?
Our new Netman Capped Packages, combined with
internet compatible *devices make internet usage
more aﬀordable and you get more data for less.

Netman Capped Packages

10GB
for only

N$199
Subscription Fee

90GB
for only

N$599
Subscription Fee

30GB

60GB

for only

N$249
Subscription Fee

250GB

for only

N$399
Subscription Fee

1024GB

for only

N$1599
Subscription Fee

Resume usage once data is capped by purchasing 7 or 30 day bundles.

Purchase additional bundles on the MyMTC app or MTC website.
*Laptops, Tablets, Routers, Mi-fi or Wingles on an equipment plan.
Available on 12, 24 or 36 months contract periods.
Ts & Cs apply
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for only

N$3999
Subscription Fee
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LaunchSpace

MTC contract
subscribers
get more data
for less

In an effort to ensure that our contract customers always
have access to products that truly meet their needs and are
tailored to their day-to-day requirements, as well as to keep
up with the evolution of mobile broadband (MB) and similar
products, MTC is constantly adapting its product offering
to the market in order to meet our customers' expectations
and provide value.
MTC has reintroduced new capped data plans on NetMan,
Mobiz, and SmartShare. Customers who sign up within the
first 90 days will receive 30% more data for three billing
cycles.
The new capped plans provide greater data for drastically
reduced monthly subscription costs. These plans now
enable users who have exhausted their data to purchase
a data bundle that will allow them to continue using the
service without experiencing the usage downgrade that
previously occurred, as data usage seizes once included
data is depleted. This is an exciting pay-per-use model.
The following benefits are provided to customers of these
new packages:

It’s understanding that where
you are today and where
you’re going means answering
the call to opportunity.
c. Customers may add up to two (2) Shared Sim packages to
their primary plan to share a single data pool.
d. Add any of the following devices to a data package, with
a maximum of two (2) on the primary plan and one (1) on a
Shared SIM, and the contract terms must match:
• Tablets or iPads • Laptops. Customers can make an
advance payment to minimise their monthly payments on
the device if they so wish.
e. The devices may be returned at any time without
affecting the duration of the contract for the data packages.

a. A greater variety of data packages at a reduced
subscription cost.

f. Options for capped data bundles will include a seven-day.
option for half the price of a monthly subscription and a
30-day bundle for the same price as a monthly.

b. Customers may select contract terms of 12, 24, or 36
months.

Visit mtc.com.na for more on the new capped data plan
packages.
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Comes with Keyboard
cover and S Pen

Keyboard Cover

S Pen

Screen: 12.4” (28000x 1752), 5.7mm Narrow bezel
Quad Speakers (Landscape)
128GB Storage SD card expandable to 1TB
Battery: 10,090mAh

Image simulated. Color availability may vary depending on country or carrier.

Buy the Galaxy S21 FE
and get a free gift
worth N$2999*

Galaxy Tab A7 Lite Wifi
Offer valid while stock last.
Image simulated. Color availability may vary depending on country or carrier.
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Business
Connect:

African Tech startups
to inspire you

Screen: 6.7” FHD+ sAMOLED (120Hz) 1080x2400)
Camera: Rear 108MP + 12MP(UW) + 5MP + 5MP

Here's a list of ourCamera:
topFront
startups
from across the continent, to inspire and push you to
32MP
Storage: 128GB, SD card expandable to 1TB
reach for your own
business dreams. These companies are turning ideas into success
RAM:6GB
stories.
Battery 5000mAh, 25W Fast Charging
Galaxy A73 5G is rated as IP67*
2 Year Warranty

Screen: 6.5” FHD+ sAMOLED (120Hz) 1080x2400)
Camera: Rear 64MP + 12MP(UW) + 5MP + 5MP
Camera: Front 32MP
Storage: 128GB, SD card expandable to 1TB

MinlyRAM:6GB
Battery 5000mAh, 25W Fast Charging
Another
great startup in Egypt is
Galaxy A73 5G is rated as IP67*
Minly,2 Year
a quirky
service that allows
Warranty
users to buy personalised video
messages and shoutouts from their
favourite celebrities.

Screen: 6.4” sAMOLED (90Hz) (1080x2400)
Rear: 48MP(OIS) + 8MP (UW) + 5MP + 2MP

Launched in 2020, Minly has
experienced rapid organic growth with
more that 50,000 registered users on
the platform, along with an impressive
FHD+ TFT (90Hz)
(1080x2408)
list ofScreen:
A-tier6.6”regional
celebrities.

Camera: Front 13MP
Storage: 128GB, SD card expandable to 1TB
RAM: 6GB, Battery 5000mAh, Nano Dual Sim
2 Year Warranty

Camera: Rear 50MP (OIS) + 5MP(UW) + 2MP + 2MP
Camera: Front 8MP
Storage: 64GB, SD card expandable to 1TB
RAM: 4GB
Battery: 5000mAh, Nano Dual Sim
2 Year Warranty
NORTH AFRICA
Bypa-ss
Starting in Egypt, we have e-health
EAST AFRICA
Screen:
6.6” FHD+ TFT
startup Bypa-ss, which has
developed
an(1080x2408)
Camera
Rear:
50MP
+
5MP(UW)
+
2MP
+
2MP
Wowzi
end-to-end health information exchange
Camera Front: 8MP
From Kenya, we have Wowzi’s
(HIE) platform called HealthTag, allowing
Storage: 64GB, SD card expandable to 1TB
innovative solution for social media
healthcare professionalsRAM:
and4GB
patients to
influencers. The startup’s online
securely access medical Battery
records
storedNano
in Dual Sim
5000mAh,
platform allows brands of any size
a cloud-based database.2 Year Warranty
or industry to create and manage
massive, distributed messaging
Bypa-ss ended 2021 with a US$1 million
campaigns utilising thousands of
pre-seed round intended to fund a host
real, everyday customers.
of product improvements and expansion
plans.
Think of Wowzi as a large database able to filter enormous amounts of
subscribed influencers for your campaign, enabling you, as the client,
* Based on test conditions for submersion in up to 1to
meter
of fresh water
up to 30 minutes.
Safe against
low water
pressure
only.
brief
andformanage
them
from
the
comfort
of your desktop.

Awesome is for everyone

Image simulated for illustrative purposes. Color and model availability may vary depending on country or carrier. For more info visit www.samsung.co.za
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SOUTHERN AFRICA
Akiba Digital
South African fintech venture, Akiba Digital uses alternative datasets
to provide inclusive credit scores that allow lenders to score people
and small businesses that cannot be reached through traditional
credit bureaus.
Moving at a phenomenal pace, the startup is already growing
revenues by 5x month-to-month! And in 2021 secured US$1.1 million
in pre-seed funding to enable it to expand its market share.
And with plans plans to be in over 10 African markets in 2-3 years,
this is definitely a hot African startup to watch.

Stitch
South African API fintech startup Stitch has caught
our attention, and we’re betting the next 12 months
will be bright for this venture.
The Stitch API allows developers to connect apps
to financial accounts within minutes, allowing their
users to share transaction histories and balances,
confirm their identities and initiate payments.
WEST AFRICA
GetEquity
Nigerian startup GetEquity launched in 2021
with pre-seed backing from GreenHouse Capital.
The startup operates a venture-funding platform
connecting startups and investors with anyone
able to buy equity in a listed startup for as little as
US$10.

The startup announced a US$4 million seed round
in February 2021, but upped the stakes to US$6
million by the end of the year and announced it was
launching in Nigeria. What’s next?

GetEquity aims to democratise access to startup
funding and expand the share of the pie for
previously underfunded and underserved startups.
With the pre-seeding funding it has, 2022 is
proving to be an exciting time for the company as
it gets off to a flying start.
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BackoftheBook

Connecting readers
to Theophilus Ishuna
Key Accounts Supervisor
What’s your favourite time of the day?
My favourite time of the day is the morning. It’s the gift of
another sunrise that grants an early promise of newness
and another chance to do it better. My body is rested,
my mind is clear, my spirit ready to seize the new day. I
sometimes wish that all of life could be morning.

What’s something you notice about someone when
you first meet them?
Their smile & handshake

What’s the best compliment you’ve ever received?
“You Inspire me”

What’s your favorite childhood game?
Contra

Sweet or savory?
Definitely savoury. Salt n vinegar potato chips are possibly
my greatest weakness.

What’s your dream vacation destination?
St. Regis Maldives Vommuli Resort

What’s your biggest high school regret?
I have no regrets whatsoever.

What song can you listen to on repeat?
Once in a lifetime – Craig David

What’s the first thing you check on your phone in the
morning?
My WhatsApp

Old skool or new skool music?
Old Skool

When last did you take a selfie?
This afternoon

Window or aisle seat on a plane?
Window seat. It’s all about the view.

DJ or band?
DJ

Who’s your current TV character obsession?
Raymond Reddington played by James Spader - The
Blacklist. Phenomenal actor

What are you looking forward to most in 2022?
Going to Dubai & the World Cup 2022 in Qatar

What’s a must-have clothing item everyone should
own?
All white sneakers
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Wireless. Effortless. Magical.
AirPods combine an iconic design and high quality sound. Providing a
magical wireless experience and a fit that’s comfortable all day.
Put them in your ear and they connect immediately.
2nd Gen from

N$1999
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Warm
Connections Cash Specials
Get your hands on the latest mobile phones and
accessories, guaranteed to keep you connected this winter.
Visit https://www.mtc.com.na/location/storelocator
to locate a store near you.

Nokia C1 2nd Edition

N$

1,199

Nokia C10

N$

1,339

Samsung Galaxy A22 5G SS

N$

4,299

Vivo Y21S

N$

4,399

Nokia G10

Samsung Galaxy A13

2,249

N$

Apple iPhone SE 5G 64GB

Apple iPhone 11 64GB

N$

N$

9,799

Or order online:
https://www.mtc.com.na/shop/phones

Samsung Galaxy S22

N$

18,499

Ts & Cs apply

mtc.com.na

Apple iPhone 13 512GB

N$

23,999

3,299

N$

11,699

